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Accomplishments from the past quarter
First and foremost, a huge shout out to of the District Archivists and Archives Chair throughout
Area 72 who work so work hard to collect, preserve, and store our cumulative Area 72 history!

As for my business report, lots of baby steps have resulted in some great progress this year.
Following are updates to my previous reports:

● Archives Committee Quarterlies. Our third for the year was held on August 7th, was
well attended by both new and seasoned trusted servants all passionate. What a relief it
was that we seemed to have figured out the major technical glitches, especially around
interpretation and polling.

● Content Collection. Initial planning phase is completed, and we reviewed the initial
documentation at our September Archives Steering Committee (ASC) meeting. Current
target is for training and implementation to get started in early 2022 with the Elected &
Appointed Trusted Servants as our primary target audience (aka “guinea pigs”). To
reiterate from previous reports, the goal here is to further ensure Area 72’s ability to
maintain a comprehensive collection of materials. As we’ve already seen in so many of
Area 72s service areas, the challenges of the global pandemic also provided us with some
opportunities.

● Policy Review. as part of the standard agenda in our monthly ASC meeting, we’re
continuing to analyze the Archives Policy Statement against other Archives related
sections of the Area 72 Handbook and our current practices for consistency. For example,
did you know that the written policy suggests that duplicates of all correspondence,
paperwork, tapes, and photos should be duplicated and stored in a secure, separate
location on the opposite side of the area from the Archives Repository? (We haven’t
made our way to this part yet, but I’m looking forward to the discussion!)

● Finance Management. The ASC has made great progress in this space! Major kudos to
our Archivist, Mary N, with help from ASC member, Donna H. for all of the necessary
research and analysis that went into developing a budget and presenting to our Area
Finance Committee well ahead of the year’s end!

● Step Ashore Several current and past ASC members participated in all that goes into the
providing access to our Archives Traveling display at this event again this year

Problems or issues facing or already dealt with
… are really just growth opportunities. Especially since God’s got our backs! (As mentioned in
my last report, I’m going to keep this here, so I don’t forget.)



Once again, please check out the ASC report provided by our Area Archivist, Mary N. for
detailed info on the topic of challenges.

Goals to achieve or begin in the next quarter
● Archives Committee Quarterly Our Fall quarterly, the fourth and final for this year,

will be held on November 6th from 10am to 2pm. Details can be found on our Area72
Events page (https://area72aa.org/event/554491/) and will also be sent via email and
submitted to the November newsletter.

● Finalize, continue to progress, or move into maintenance all of the topics mentioned
● Digital Display. This project continues to be on the backburner while we tackle the more

urgent items described above. That being said, it’s continuing to be on our agenda as a
tabled item until the ASC has time to review the topic thoroughly,

As already mentioned, please see Mary N., our Area Archivist’s, report for more
detailed information about all the projects going on in the Archives Repository and
beyond!

https://area72aa.org/event/554491/

